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Energy Use and Production

Energy is an Importoni element in neody
every aspect of doily liVing. It is Vital to many
of our needs, including heating and cooling;
tronsportation, and electricity for lighting and
to_run machines.
The energy for these and many other uses
is produced in mony different ways. We get
energy from fuels such as oil, cool, noturol-----/

gas,, and uranium. In addition, we con
horness energy from the sun, running water,

and the wind. KUclear power is just one of
mony ways to produce energy. In order,to
understand its role, we can ask how it relates
to other means of getting energy. In pc:ir-\

ticulor, we can look at the way in which we
use our fuels today.
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Current Use of Fuels

Appliances

While there ore many ways to prodtice
energy, we do not use them oil to the some
extent Some ore not fully developed, while
others ore too expensive or of limited potendol. In fact, most of the energy we use tcitioy

Industrial

Alf
Conditioning

Hetit

comes from o few major sources - -oil, notural
gas; cool, uranium; and hydroelectric power.
Two of these fuels, oil on gas. supply nearly
three-quarters of the energy needs fOr the
U.S.

Home
Heating

Hydroelectric
Nudeor

Transportation

Oil and. Gas Consumption
We know thot the domestic supplies of oil

and gas ,ore limited. In fact, oil and gas
deposits are being depleted topic/11y. If we
continue to use these fuels at the some rote
we use them today. we will hove consumed

nearly one-quarter of oil, our oil and .gas
resources within the next ten years. if there
ore no significant new ditCoveries within 20
yews, these valuable fuels will be half-way
gone. 'Therefore, it is Vital that we develop
other energy sources that can replace oil and
noturol gas so that we may hove a supply of
energy for into the future.

lighting

Alternative Sources of Energy

We ore fortunote in he U.S. to hove fuels
besides oil cznd cn s thOt con provide us
energy for_mony years, At shown helow by
the size of the barrels, cool is a very, Jorge
energy resource. The three fossil fuels--cool,

oil; ond" noturol gos-provide most of the
energy used in the U.S.

Uroniurn, which is o nuclear fuel rother
than o fossil fuel, con olso produce energy. if
used in tPdoy's reactors, uranium could provide os much energy os either oil or notural
gos. In oddition, if used in odvonc& reactors

known os breeder reactors, the amount of

energy obtoined from uronium could be
multiplied by o foctor of 60.
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RASH FUOI Plants

In conventional fossil plants, Olt cool, and
noturol gas con be burned to produce heat.

Regardless of its source, the heat' is con.
verted Into steam In a bolter: The steam
exponds os it posses through a turbine, This
process drives o geneiatar, which produces
electricity, As steam leaves the turbine; It is
condensed and returned to the boiler In the
form of water,

Nudear Plants
In o nuclear plans heot is also used to produce steam, which. in turn is used to

generate electricity; The main difference
between o fossil plant and o nuclear plant is

the source of heat. The hetltin o nuclear

GeneratOr

plant is produCed by a prcicess called nuclear

fission; which con occur in special types of
nuclear fuel.

COndensei

Containment Vessel,

NUclear Fission

The process of ftssioning, or tplitting,.otams
con OrrOduco enough heat to generate elec..

'tricky. Fission occurs readily in only o few
elements, such os uranium and plUtonium:
One particular l.sotOpe of uranium; U-235. is
'commonly used In today's reactors. When a
neutron strikes a' uranium -235 atom, It Is

abiOrbed. This mokps the nucleus of the
U-235 atom unstable.' and causes-it to split
into two lighter atoms called fission products:
At the same time, energy in the form of heat
is released along with.two or three neutrons.
The neutrons can strike other uranium atoms
and cause additional fissions. The continuing
process of fissioning is known os o chain reoc-

tion,

Fission Products

.

_ Neutron
'Fission

U-235.

Fission
U =235

s
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Ntic War Fuel

Only a few elementifisOon easily enough
to be used as fuel in a nudes power plant,

Of these pedal materials. uranium is the
most common fuel in todo," reactors.
Any nuclear fuel; indtdIng oroniUm: must
be processed through several steps before it
can be used in o reoctor. The Nei must first

be carefully refined. It is then shaped into
small cylinders known as fuel pellets. The
pellets are less than 1/2 inch in diameter.
but each one con produce os much energy
as 120 gallons of oil.

Fuel pellets ore stocked and seoled in
hollow tubes about 12 feet long. The filled
tubes ore called fuel pins or rods, The rods
are grouped taigether in bundles known os
fuel asset. nblies. The fuel rods are carefully

spaced in the assemblies to allow a liquid
coolant to flow between them.

CZ

IViicicw Core

Approximotely 200 nuclear fuel

asienialies Ore 4rtitiped tagether to rriolte
up the cOe of one reactor. Nucletx fuel in the
core generates heot in a reocOrjust as coal

or all generates heat tn o WI*,
Interipersed arnOng the fuel oisemblits
are rricrectrie control rocks; vehidl ore Mode ot

material that readily absarbi rieu-uons, Wt*n

the dirithal rads art; inserted into, the cart.

the nudear, duAn reaction in. the fuel
assemblies is slcro/ed down. This reduces_ the

°mount ci heat pro-diked by the ex:fie:VW
the c.atrcA ri:ids are Withdrawn from the
core; the ChOin - reaction speeds up, and
more heat is produced.

fVfactor Vessel The entire reactor core; which tontoAns fuel

Matta( Vessel

assemblies and control rads, isendosed a
heavif stainless steel vessel. To ensure so*Y;
the entire reactor vessel is housed in a reinforced concrete structureA ttquid coolant is pumped into the troaor_
vessel through the core to remove heat. The
coolant is then pumped out of the fe4CtOr

Coolant Out

vessel orid is used to prockuce steam. Most of
the nuclear power plants in_the United States

use water as

coolant. These plants Ore

P,..z-Ain OS Light 'Voter Reactors (Lswwp-.:

COntrol
hods

manes

Coolant to

BolTinej Voter Rrkactisri

Wert are two disarici types of right water
reactors in:the 1J.:$;; and Toory of each type

ore WIG In both reactors, f -Oisertiblves

the care ore toadied by -Water; oriel the
heated water is used to tienetote_steorn. to
the
the (Wing Want Ftecidoc
pressum inTsir* the ierictOr vessel. irczwefuny
conuolied us that the water boils os It posses

through the = core. 1W -teat:tor generritek

steam direct* b the heat from the core.
with no.friterthedlate stems:: This is known as
system.
a "clitect

Generator

Steorn

keottor

Generator

Vesse4

.

Containment Vesset

Pressurized Water Reactors

in the Pressurized :water Reactor (MM.
the pressure Is Isept high- enough to prevent
bailing, even though the water is very him. In

the Mt, the heoted wow from the core is
pumped Into . o steam generator.: At this
point. the heat is transferred to another,
coolatnt system anti steam is produced-. The
vvotE!r 'torn the core is Circulated again and
ogoin through tile primary loop i:vithot.it ever
being cony cted into steam.

LWR Fuel-cycle
Light Waterrecictbri titiVe been built in the
11.5.. for Mony years and the 'induitry that
.

5.

.

.sOpplies : equipMent and services is wellestoblished. HOwever,Hit is not enough to ,
byild bletittOr that produces heat and,elec-

yellowCoke to:another chemical form ond
"then processing it in an enrichment plant.

.

After uranium is enriched enough .ta be
used in 'o-reactor:Tit -is fobricated into nuclear.
The fuel elementS ore
grouped into fuel assemblies and placed in
the core of a reactor. The fuel-remains in the
core and produces power for three to fiVe
years before it is removed.
After being discharged from the .reactor
core. nuclear fuel is cooled in a pool of water

fuel 'elements.

.

.

..elements that must be deVeloped to hciVe a
__ ,
,
powersystem.
,coMplete nuclear power
Mining uranium ore is, the first step in the
fuel cyclefor light water reactors. After being:mined. uranium ii t.1-. it to a mill to be aUstied
and ground. The mill produces -yellOwcake.'
_

.

.

near the 'reactor. After it ha coaled !brig
ehoiigti to be handed easily. it may be shipped
to onother location. if it is shipped to o

which hos a large concentration of the
Oro niUni 'CohiPai.irid ti-j08.

..

Yellowcake contains. among other things.
severol isotopes cit. varieties of uronium. One
, such isotope is uranium:235. which is impor.

reprocessing_ plont, voltiable ftiel would be

'''

separated from -radioactive waste: The
waste material would-then be-stored sofely
ond the fuel would be available to be used
ogciin. i If reprocessing plants ore not
immediately available. it is passible that the
spent nuclear fuel would be shipped to on
interim storage

tbni betaUse it fissions readily in. o reactor.

..-Uranium -238 is another isotope found in
notural:.uronium, but it does not fission os
.

concentrOtion, of

artificially. This is done by first convening the

tricity: We must also be Otte. to
... find and
nuclear fuel 7n. addition. we must
pre
le fUel after it is disaiorged from the
-fi-ci
t4:1 tar. 'The fdel cycle _represents oil the
.

The

t235 -can, however, be increased

- easily:Unfortunately, natural uranium is cornposed primorily at U238 and. has less thon

ral
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'Enrichment

Fuel Fabrication

O
.

Spent Fuel
Storage

Ught !!aterkeractor.

Q
Reprocessing_

High Level Waste
Disposal:`
Disposal

Enrichment

(er
I

Enriched
_Uranium

_(3% U-235)

(0.7% U-235)

-since

natural uranium does not contain,

-enough U-235 to run on LW(;..;
During the process of enrichMent; natural

uranium is fed into the enrichment pion
e
Only 0:7% of this uranium is

IV1

NOturol
Uranium

The process of enriching uranium is very
sophisticated, but it accomplishes a simple
purpose - -it increases the concentration of
the isotope U-235 in uranium. This is
necessary operation in the LWR fuel cycle,

99.3% is another isotope of uranium, U-238.
The noturol uranium is processed and diplit,
into two streams: One contains the concentrated Uranium, which is usually abbut
11=235. `This is sent to.: be fabricated for use in

vy

light water reactors. The other stream, is

Depleted

depleted uranium. or "toils," which contains
only 0.2% U-235. Since it is not usable in

Uranium

today's reactors, it is stored:

(0.2% U-235)

Reprocesiing.

Even after fuel is removed from a reactor;
It still contains some usable nuclear moteriol,
Chemical Separation

such o; uranium or plutonium. The usable
fuel con be salvaged, however; only if it is
Conversion
to:Enrichment
/ Plant Material

Conversion
to Solid Form

reprocessed. This is o method of chernicollY
separating valuable nuclear .materioli from,
radioactive waste-material:
Nuclear material_ that is recovered during.=:

reprocessing con be reused -many times.
Uranium on be enriched *again and:used-in
light water reactors. Recovered: plutonium

would probably be stored until it could be
used in advanced reactors:Waste Material -con be chonged in' form
Waste Liquid.
Disassembly
& Dissolution

Conversion
to Solid
Form far Storage

from o liquid to o type of gloss and then
buried so that it will not contaminate the
environment:

-

The Breeding Process

The breeder reactor is able to get much
-s

more energy from uranium than a light water
reactor because it uses it in odifferent_way
In a-light water reactor-,_: the fission prTocesS
depends primarily an U-235, which is found

in Small quantities iii natural uranitilii. The_
breeding procesS depends on a different element, plutonium: When struck by a neutron,
plutonium splits into two fission particles, arid

releases heat and several nedtronClf these
neutrons strike other. plutonium atoms,_ the
fission process can continue in a chain reaction. This 'Is very similar to fission in.() light
water reactor.

t,

But where do we get the plutonium to.
start the whole process? lcdoes not,occur in
nature, -and cannot be mined like uranium.
Plutonium is, however, formed inside all
nuclear reactors that use uranium as o- fuel.
This occurs when a U-238 atom is struck by a
neutron. In general, this does not result in a
fission...Rather, the atom- of U-238 usually

absorbs the neutron, and an atom of
plutonium-is created. Thishappens to some
extent-in light water reactors. Breeder reoctors, however, are designed to enhance this-,
effect. In kiCt, breeder reactors can create
more plutonium than they consume.

,

Contolnment Vessel

Breeder Reoctor PtiMgn

The most common design. for o breeder
coolont,
reactor- uses liquid sodium os
rather thian voter. This type of reactor Is
-known os a Liquid Metol Fast Breeder. ileac'

tor (LMFDIV Uquid sodium Is, on excellent
ond oliows the LMFBRto
heat transfer
be Operated at high -temperatures ond low
pressures. This produces o more efficient can-

version of heat'into electricity.

In a breeder reaftor; liquid sodium is
pumped through th i; core ond into o heat

exchongE4.-There fot from the core Is
ondther 'sodium coolant
tronsferred
system:- This seal al loop of iIquid sodium is
used to generote s om. Since the sodium in
the secondary lois never posses through the

core of the rea
.rodlooctiVe.

.

r,

it does not becorne

.

ta5;24g2

Fuel Fabrication

Uronlum Toils
Stockpile

-

.0'
Plutonium

Breeder Reactor

_

ReproCessing,

LWR Spent FUel

Storage
High Level Waste
Disposal

Breeder Reactor_Fuel Cycle
The fuel. cycle for the breeder reactor is dif-

ferent from the LWR fuel cycle: With the
breeder reactor. there is no need to mine,
convert, or enrich uronium, since it does not

require high concentrations of U-235. The
uronium that is:used in the breeder reactor
con be token frOm the depleted stockpile
produced by: enriChment plants: This is
useless in o light water reactor, but con be
converted to plutonium and used os fUel in o
breeder reoctoic
=

In order to obtain plutonium to fuel o
breeder reactor. It is necessary to reprocess

nucleor fuel that has been removed from
another reactor. Light. water reactors producesome plutonium during normol opero-

tIon, oriel the spent fuel from this type of
reactor maY, be reprocessed to recover
plutonium for o breeder reactor. In addition,
fuel disthorged from breeder reactors can be
reprocessed'ond reused Ogoln and again.

+4,Lte.

A

Breeder Reactors In the U.S.

The objective of the U.S.. breeder reactor
-program is to develop tke, technology to the
point where the reactors may be built commercially. As port of this prograrn, the U.S.
built several experimental breeder reoctors,
stoning In 1951. The mcst recent reactor to
be completed 'is the Fast Flux Tett Facility,
which is used to test materials and fuels that
maybe used In future reactors.Jhe next step
is to complete the Clinch River Breeder Rem=
tor, which Is currently under construction. The
final stage In developing the breeder reactor
would be to construct o lorge-scale
demonstration plant.

-
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Hi Story of Nuclear PoWer inthe LI.S;
In December of 1942; a. team of scientistsi,
led by jlobel prizephyslcist Enrico Fermi, pro-

duced the worlds first controlled nuclear

.

..

chain reaction. The experiment took i,lace at
Stagg Field in Chicago in a simple reOctor.
This early nuclear_ research was..directed
toward developing 'weapons for use fn. arld

%/of II: However; theconcept Of sing
nuclear power for peaceful purposes was
also important. to the scientists. Fermi W t e ,

We all hoped that with iKe end of the
emphasis would be shifted deadely fro

.

r,

the

weapon to the peaceful ospects of atomic
energy,.

Shortly after World War II; the U,S. govern-

ment began to develop .civilion

applications of nuclear power. BY___tile_
mid-1950's: it was a goal of the government i

to demonstrate that nuclear power could/
safely produce : electricity. for use in the
private sector: As a first step towards achiey1

ing this goal:. the .U.S. government
developed the light woter reactor, and torn,
missioned the first one 161957: This was the
first reactor in the U.S. to Provide electricity to
I.
the public:.
iklthbAh this first plont wos entirety financed

ond constructed by the governrhent:

stirbse-

auent prpjects 'encourag.ed industg particida!js?` Through cooperative effpris by
government and industry; a series of reactors
Were constructed, ._These plants were the
J
forerurthers of today's commercial reactors.

The first generation of light water reactors
includes ,' Dresden -1 '. in Illinois and Yankee
Atomic Power .Station in Massachusetts,

Whith Were commissioned in the early
1960's.:

First Nuclear Reactor at Stagg Field i

Throughout the development . of. the first
nuclear power plonts, on industry grew, to

meet .the'new demand for nuclear components and *services: By the mid-1960's;
nucleai industry wos sufficiently estoNish&J
thot gOvernment ossistonce wos no longei
necessary to build o reactorr. In 1963; the first

order wos Ploce.d for ofeactor:tnot did not
involve .goVernment funds. This order opened
.

the door for a large number of reactor sales
In the tote 1960's_ond early 1970's. In
within fiVe years of the first order; the ufllitiesat j':
had committed then-150,es to building -necity f.
77,000 MWe of nuclear generating Capacity.

Bi_1973, 56 reactors were operoting_,.ond
today nearly 80 nuclear units ore producing
electricity;

VAYA
..-

LWR Construaion

Nuclear Reactors in the U.S.

In the post few yeors, nuclear reactors
have provided steady and reliable power to
many areas of the United States. Approximately 80 nuclear power plants are licensed
to operote today; and these reactors provide 11%. atoll theelectricity used In the U.S.
In certoin ores of the Midwest and

.

Northeast. more than half of the electricityy is

produced by nuclear generoting until.
In oddition to those plants in operation,
another 80 rikleor units dre being built/92d
there ore pions to construct even more'reoc-

When these plants ore- completed,
more than 150 nuclear power plants will be'
operating in the United States.

.. tors.
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Nuclear Reactors Throughout the World

poWer is on importont source of

electricity in many notions, as shown by
these two maps. The uppei map shows thd"

troditionol view of the World. In the -mop
below, the area of a notion Is proportional to
the size of its nuclear program in 1985: It can

be seen that the United States hos the
world's ,lorgest nucleor power program.

Many other notions, such as Fiance and.
Japan, plan to develop a large amount of
additional nuclear generoting capacity..
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. Breeder. Reactors Throughout th

A. number,:of
notions with lorge nuclear
_
.

programs have invested in developing
breeder reactor technologV! France., the .
United Kingdom; and the Soviet Union have

cilready: completd dernonstration plonts;
West Germany and Japan iillisoon follow-, In
the figure.. the size of each country is deter-

mined by the size of the largest breeder
reactor -thot will be operatingin 1985:

DEFINITIONS OF BASK TERMS

THE FISSION PROCESS

FUEL CYCLE

Neutron - A bosic atomic particle that hOS no electricol

Conversion - The chemicol process by which uronium is

chorge. Neutrons and protons. which ore positively chorged
aditicleS, form the central portion of the atom known os the
nuCleus. Negotively chorged electrons orbit the nucleus ot."
various distonces. The chemical and nucleor properties of on

prepared for treatment In on enrichment focility. The conversion process changes uranium from o solid oxide form to o
fluoride gos.

Enrichment - The process by which the concentration of
uronium-235 is increased. Generolly, uronium 'is enriched
from Its noturol concentration of less thcin 1% U-235 to
obout 3% U -235. This concentration of fissile moteriol is
suitable for use in o light water reactor.

otom ore determined by the number of its neutrons, pro
tons. and electrons;
. _

Fission - The process by which o neutron strikes o_ nucleus"
ond splits it into two,frogmeritS. Dirilrig the process of nuclear

.fission. several neutrons are emitted ot high speed. ond
heat and radiation ore ieletited.

Tolls - A product of uronium enrichment thot is coMposed of
uronlum With o verylow concentronon of U-235. While this
moteriol is of little use in o light woter reoccort it con be converted to plutonium in o fost breeder reactor.

Chain Reoction The continuing process of nuclear fissioning. in which the neutrons released from every fission trigger
ot leost one 'other nuclear fission.

.

_

Fabrication

o reactor,' During_fobricotion, the fuel is shoped into smoll
pellets and then stocked in thin metol tubes. The tubes, or
rods, of fuel orecorefullcr spoced within o metol grid before
being inserted in o reoctor.

Fission Products - The two volt atoms aeoted when o
s

nucleus fissions, The moss of the fiStiari products is less thon
that of the original nucleus. The difference in moss is released
os energy.

Isotopes - Atotht tidying the some number of protons; but o
different number of. neutrons. Two isotopes of the some
atom ore very similar and difficult to separate by ordinary
chethicol means. Isotopes con NOVO very different hiitledi
properties; hOwever. For exomple. one isotope moy fission
reodily.-while onothei isotope of the some otom moy not
fission ot oil.

Uronium - A metollic element found in noture thot is -commonly used os o fuel in nuclear reactors. As found in noture,
it contoins two isotopes-uranium-235 ond uronium -238.
Uronium235 - The less obundont uronium isotope, occounting for 'Jess thon one Percent of noturol uronium.
Uronium-235 splits, or fissions. when .struck by'a neutron.
When uronium is used os o fuel in o nucleor reactor, the concentrotion of U7235 is often increased to enhonce the fission
"process. For example, the fuel for light water.reoctors contains about 3% uronium-235.

Uroniurn-238 The more obundont uronium isotope. oc

counting for more thon 99% of natural uranium.
Uraniurti7238-tends-to:obsorb-neutrons rother thon fission.

When it obsorbs o -neutron. the uranItirn-otor7i-chonges_to__________

form o new element--plutonium.

1

Plutonium An element thot Is not found in notiiie, button
be produced from uronium in o nuclear reactor. Plutonium
fissions easily. ond con be used os o nuclear fuel;

Fissile - Moteriol composed of atom; which readily fission
when struck by o neutron. Uronium-235 ond plutonium-239
ore examples of fissile 'materials.
i

I

Fertile - Material corriposed of otoms which reodily obsorb
neutrons to produce fissionoble moteriols.. One such element is uronium-208 which becomes plutonium-239 otter it
obsorbs o neutron. Fertile Moteriol. alone cannot sustain o
choin reaction.
.
.

The final step in preparing nucleor fuel for use in

Moteriol thot is removed from oreoctor.
after It COQ =no longer sustain a chain reaction. Spent fuel
from o lightUroter reoctor is_composed primorily of uranium
ond contoins some rachooctive moteriolsrsuch os fission orbSaent_Nuclear Fuel

.

ducts. Spent. fuel olso contoins some voluoble nuclear
moteriols; such os uronium -235 and plutonium.
Reprocessing - A series of chemicol steps in which voluoble
from spent nuclear fuel. The
nuclear moteriols ore
useful moteriols, including_uronium_ond plutonium. con be
used again as fuel in other reactors.- The remoining woste
moteriols ore solidified oncl-isciloted from the environment.

I"

NUCLEAR REACTORS

Nuclear Fuel Nucleon motecal. which fissions easily. The
most common nucleor fuels ore uronium ond plutonium: The
materiol is pocked _into long. thin cubes known as fuel rods
which ore orronged in o compact configuration: This ollows a
controlled choir) reaction to occur.

Containment Building A thick conaete-strUcture'surround:ing the pressure vessel and other reactor/components; It IS
desi9ried to prevent forTiocicuve motenol from beinvereased

The region' of o reoctor in which the nudeor choin
reaction is initiated: maintained: and controlled', Coolonc is
constantly circulated through the core to remove heat produced by the fission process.

Light. Water ReactOr - A general term' thbt refers i0 all

to the atmosphere in the unlikely event thot it should
escape from the pressUreVettel.

.

Core

Control Rods - Long. chin rods thot -ore positioned among
fuel rods to regulote the nuclear choin reoCtion. Control rads
ore composed of moterio: that obsorbs neutrons reodily.
They interrupt or slow down a chain reaction by capturing
neutrons thot would otherwise trigger more fissions.
Fluid thot is arculoted through the core of b reactor
to remove the heot generoted by. the fission. process. Most
reoctors -operiating taddY used water os cooloric but some
ore cooled by liquid sodium. In reactors that hove more thon
one coolant SySterri, the fluidwhichpoises through the.core
of a reactor is known os the primory coolont. It absorbs heat
Cook:int

in the core -and then transfers it :to a secondory coolont
system. The secondory system producei steam, Whith
generates electricity.
Pressure Vessel A heovy steel encloSure oround the core of

o reciabr. It is designed to withstood high pressures and
temperotures to prevent rodiooctive moteriol from escaping
from the core.
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nuclear reotors which use ordinary water os o coolant. This
intludeS pressurized water reactors arid boiling .water mactots. which ore the predominant reactors in the U.S. 1-Wils
ore generally fueled with enriched Uranium: although they
con operate. with' other nuclear fiJeli.

.

Pressurized Water Reactor - A reactor cooled by water thOt
is kept at high pressure to prevent it _from' boiling. Primary
coolant posieS through the cote of o PWR,.ond then uonsfers
its heat to o secondary coolant system. Steam is produced
from the heated water in the secondary syStem:

Boiling Water Reactor 7A reactor_ cooled by water that Is

;

ollowed to -boil os it passes thibugh the core; This coolant Is

used directly to produce the steam which generates elet
tricity.

Fast Breeder Reactor - A reactor cooled by liquid. sodium
rather than water. In this type of reoctor. 'the uonsforrribtioa
of uronium - 238 -to plutonium occurs readily. Since plutonium.:
fissions easiiy, it con be recycled and used as fuel for o

breeder reactor. The conversion of uranium to plutOnIum is
so efficient In on FOR that this reactor creates more fuel than
it consumes.

.

